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The allergen-specific IgE antibody was determined in 20 men and 120 women with psoriasis and the results were correlated with a history of current and previous allergic disease. Allergic disease was reported in 21% of the patients, but a positive RAST test was obtained in 44%. In chronic plaque-type psoriasis a positive RAST test was significantly more common (58%) than in active psoriasis (22%). Grass pollen and house dust mite were the most prevalent sensitizing allergens, with frequencies of 64% and 53%, respectively in the sensitized subjects. Sensitization increased with age and polysensitization was common. Contact dermatitis was verified with patch tests in 12 men and 20 woman, of whom 10 had chronic plaque-type psoriasis and 22 active psoriasis. Tar, nickel sulphate, corticosteroid mixture and thiomersal were the most common allergens. No irritant reactions were seen at the concentrations used. Atopic allergic diseases and contact sensitization were therefore common among our psoriatic patients. Key words: psoriasis; atopy; contact sensitization; IgE.

RESULTS

A history of allergic rhinitis was noted in 19% and a history of asthma in 5% of the psoriatic patients. None had atopic dermatitis and the RAST test was positive in 44%. The RAST test was positive in 58% of patients with stable psoriasis, significantly higher ($p < 0.01$) than in active psoriasis (22%). House dust mites and grass pollen were the predominant allergens (Table I), with frequencies of 64% and 53%, respectively among the positive patients. Sensitization increased with age (for patients aged $\leq 40$ years) and then decreased. Polysensitization was also very frequent: of the 62 CAP-Phadiotop and RAST-positive patients, 25 were allergic to only 1 allergen and 37 were allergic to $> 1$, including 16 who were sensitized to $\geq 4$.

Although a history of contact eczema was obtained in only 4% of the patients, 23% had positive patch test reactions, of which 62% were women. The most frequent allergens were tar, nickel sulphate and corticosteroids (Table II). The number of positive tests was 1.8 per woman and 1.66 per man. Polysensitization was more frequent among women. There were more positive patch tests among the patients with active psoriasis (22/51; 43%) than among those with stable psoriasis (10/89; 11%).

DISCUSSION

It was found that atopic sensitization and contact dermatitis are common among psoriatic patients. There have been only a few anecdotal reports of contact dermatitis in patients with psoriasis vulgaris (8–10). In palm planar psoriasis, however, 15 of 21 patients were found to have positive patch tests (11).

In this study the RAST test was more often positive during stable plaque-type psoriasis whereas contact dermatitis was seen most frequently in the active phase. The reason for this is not clear but at least 2 hypotheses can be put forward. Genetic predisposition may play an important role: genes such as those coding for HLA-DR2 and the T-cell receptor (TcRa) are associated with atopy, but there are no studies indicating a link between atopy and psoriasis (12). Secondly,
we need to take into account the results of a study which showed that the mononuclear blood cells of patients with stable psoriasis are less stimulated by phytohemagglutinin and alloantigens than those of patients with active psoriasis (13). These latter data suggest a possible interaction between the clinical evolution of psoriasis and the production of the cytokines that intervene in immunoreactions affecting the Th1 lymphocytes involved in cell-mediated responses and the Th2 lymphocytes active in atopy. The first type of cytokines seem to act during the active phase of psoriasis, whereas the second are active during the non-active plaque-type phase and, for this reason, are more associated with IgE-mediated allergies. In clinical practice, patients with chronic psoriasis are more likely to develop IgE-mediated diseases, whereas in the active phase they will be more affected by contact dermatitis: the greater application of topical treatments during this phase increases the risk of contact dermatitis.

It is important to stress that 33% of the sensitized subjects had not experienced allergic disturbances, which means that there is a large pool of sensitized but totally asymptomatic patients (14); the 107 patients excluded should also be taken into account.

Analysis of the influence of age on the frequency of sensitization revealed the interesting fact that there is an age-related increase in sensitization up to the age of 45 years, after which it subsequently declines. Younger psoriatic patients tend to become allergic earlier than those who are older, suggesting the existence of an underlying immunological factor (15). There is a linear relationship between the increase in the frequency of dermatitis and the time since the clinical onset of psoriasis, and the frequency of sensitization also increases with the number of topical agents applied.

Finally, in the majority of our patients, there was a positive correlation between the patch-test results and the drug used for topical treatment of the disease. It is therefore possible that avoiding exposure to some of the most frequently encountered allergens may lead to an improvement in some recalcitrant forms of psoriasis.
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